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Hauptman ‘H & Kane ,J. Solution of the phase problem. I. The cenlrosvmme:ric
crystdl, New York: American Crystallographic Association, 1953. 87 p.
[Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC]
A crystal’s structure determines its diffraction pattern:

Molecules consist ofatoms, and for our purposes the actual crystal structure could be
replaced by an idealized one consisting of
able from the diffraction experiment; the phases candiscrete, nonvibrating, point atoms. In this way
not be measured directly. However, due to the atothe phase problem was transformed from one
micity of real structures and the abundance of availhaving no solution in principle to one that was
able intensities, the lost phase information can
be
5
found in the measurable intensities. [The SC! indi- greatly overdetermined because the number
cates that this book has been cited in over 475 publi- of observed intensities usually exceeds by far
cations since 1955.]
the number ofparameters (atomic position coordinates) needed to fix the structure.
—
Recognition of the overdetermination of the
problem suggested the use of probabilistic
Herbert Hauptman
techniques for its solution. The unknown
Research Laboratories
atomic position vectors were assumed to be
Medical Foundation of Buffalo, Inc.
random variables, uniformly and independentBuffalo, NY 14203-1196
ly distributed. The unknown phases, as funcApril 6, 1987
tions of the primitive random variables, were
themselves random variables. The conditional
M. von Laue, W. Friedrich, and P. Knipping’s
probability distribution of selected linear
discovery of the diffraction of X rays by crys- combinations of the phases(the so-called structals in 1912 was a watershed event in modern
ture invariants)could then be found. In favorscience. While researchers understood imme- able cases the distributions lead to reliable
diately that this experiment held the key to
estimates for the structure invariants and the
determining crystal and molecular structures,
latter, as certain well-defined linear combinaa fundamental obstacle soon became appar- tions of the phases, lead to unique values for
ent. Although the intensities of the diffraction
the phases.
maxima could be measured, their phases, also
The essential contribution ofour monograph
required to proceed from the diffraction ex- was the introduction of probabilistic techperiment tothe desired crystal structure, could
niques to solve the phase problem and the
not be measured directly. Since arbitrary
recognition of the central role of the structure
values for the phases could presumably be
invariants that serve to link the desired phases
prescribed, it was generally believed that the
with the measured intensities.
observed intensities were not sufficient to deI believe our monograph has been frequently
termine unique values for the phases. There- cited 1,2 because it provides the theoretical
fore, the so-called “phase problem” (to deter- foundation for the solution of the phase prob-’
mine the phases from the measured intensities)
lem, the central problem of X-ray crystallogwas unsolvable, even in principle. This erro- raphy and the one having the most important
neous view was so deeply ingrained that, for
consequences for structural chemistry and the
almost 40 years, no one made a concerted at- biomedical and material sciences. Another reatempt to solve the phase problem.
son may be that the problem had generally
Thus, when I joined my colleague, jerome
been thought to be unsolvable, even in prinKarle, at the Naval Research Laboratory in
ciple.
1947, the phase problem was still the central
[Editor’s note: Dr. Hauptman shared the
problem of X-ray crystallography—it had re1985 Nobel Prize for chemistry with Jerome
mained unsolved and was regarded as unsolv- Karle for their achievements in developing
able. We soon discovered that the key to its
direct methods for determining crystal struc3
solution was the known property of real crys- tures. A recent Current Contents® essay describes the work that led to this award.l
tals, atomicity.
both the intensities and phases of the diffraction maxma, and conversely. Only the intensities are obtain-

I. Bricogne G. Maximum entropy and the foundations of direct methods. Acta Cr szai!ogr. A—Found. C,ys. 40:410-45, 984.
2. Kane .1 & Haup(man H. A theory of phase delennination for the four types of non-centrosymmetric space groups P222.
2P22, 3P~2.3P,2. Acta CrvstaIiogr. 9:635-St. 956 Cited 455 times.)
5. Garfield E. The 985 Nobel chemistry prize to Jerome Karl, and Herben A. Hauptman and the physics prize to Klaus von
Ktitzittg contrast delayed vrrsus itsstant recognition. Current Cvvrnenes (44):3-t2. 3 November 986.
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